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the backstory

in the small kingdom where water resource is very scarce, three mayors have to try to
run their own cities and make lots of money in the most efficient way possible so that the
townspeople won’t starve. though the king is doing his best to manage and distribute only a
handful remaining of water to all the mayors, he still has to obey the rule of water rights
legacy that has been passed down through the generations to only senior and riparian
mayors-they basically have the right to use as much water as they need to run their cities,
free of charge. given different amount of resources as well as different land condition from

THE GAMEPLAY

refer to each player’s individual rule sheet for possible action

game end

the game ends either when:
the king runs out of waterdrops to distribute
		

those senior and riparian mayors, can the junior mayor survive?

game bits and pieces

or

all the district tiles are used up

to win

players refer to the bonus goal cards (laid on the top section of the board) as well as secret
goal cards. players get bonus coins as stated on those cards, count all total coins and player
with the most coins is declared as the winner.

		
		

1 x the map of this small kingdom on canvas

1 x 6-sided die
80 x district tiles including:

fun facts before you leave:

-take a look back at the game board overall and in the discarded boxes, do you see how much water has

		

25 x agricutural district tiles (10 x livestock & 15 farmland tiles)

		

20 x indutrial district tiles

		

20 x residential district tiles

-this game was created based on actual california water laws and regulations (as of march 2016). The ri-

		

15 x civil district tiles

parian and senior water rights holders (claimed more than 100 years ago) can actually use as much water
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20 x waterplant tiles (3 x basic waterplant& 17 regular waterplant tiles)

been used in farming, raising animals, and running all those indutrial buildings?

as they need (most of which is for agriculture).

15 x event cards
12 x demand cards

- California is the u.s. top agricultural state, and has been for more than 50 years. and according to Cal-

4 x water rights legacy cards (2 for senior player& 2 for riparian player)

ifornia Foundation for Agriculture in the Classroom, “Agriculture generates approximately $37.5 billion

8 x goal cards (3 secret goal for each player & 5 bonus goal cards)

a year, more than any other state.”

6 x trading post toaken (2 for each player)
200 x waterdrops

-think of this in hierarchical order from the bottom up, when water laws are enforced, first group of

60 x resource tokens including:

people experiencing the cut back are regular citizens, next up is junior rights holders, and last (and far

		

20 x fertilizer tokens (yellow)

		

20 x powerplant tokens (pink)

		

20 x wind power tokens (green)

70 x coins (35 x $1 , 20 x $5 , 15 x $10)

up the hierarchy) would be senior and riparian rights holders, who can sue the state if need be.
-some say “water always flows uphill toward money.“
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$15 (2x $5 , 5x $1)
3 waterdrops
20 x fertilizer power tokens (yellow)
2 x trading post tokens

junior mayor:

$20 (1x $10 , 1x $5 , 5x $1)
5 waterdrops
20 x wind power tokens (green)
2 x trading post tokens
2 x water rights legacy cards

riparian mayor:

$20 (1x $10 , 1x $5 , 5x $1)
5 waterdrops
20 x powerplant tokens (red)
2 x trading post tokens
2 x water rights legacy cards

senior mayor:

starting resource + seed money

20 x wind power tokens

riparian mayor

-shuffle them together
-put 5 tiles face up, one tile inside
each box
-put the rest of the pile next to $4
box

district tile assembly line

waterdrops and coins

how to set up:
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event + demand cards
face down
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junior mayor
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3 bonus goal cards face up

6-sided die

king
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senior mayor

20 x powerplant tokens

- 2 face up inside the box
-the rest piled up right
next to the box

waterplant tiles,
shuffled

20 x fertilizer tokens
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